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ABSTRACT

The rising amount of polarized observations of relativistic sources requires the correct
theory for proper model fitting. The equations for general relativistic (GR) polarized
radiative transfer are derived starting from the Boltzmann equation and basic ideas of
general relativity. The derivation is aimed at providing a practical guide to reproducing
the synchrotron part of radio & sub-mm emission from low luminosity active galactic
nuclei (LLAGNs), in particular Sgr A*, and jets. The recipe for fast exact calculation
of cyclo-synchrotron emissivities, absorptivities, Faraday rotation and conversion coefficients is given for isotropic particle distributions. The multitude of physical effects
influencing simulated spectrum is discussed. The application of the prescribed technique is necessary to determine the black hole (BH) spin in LLAGNs, constraining
it with all observations of total flux, linear and circular polarization fractions, and
electric vector position angle as functions of the observed frequency.
Key words: black hole physics – Galaxy: centre – plasmas – polarization – radiation
mechanisms: general – radiative transfer
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INTRODUCTION

The good model of radiative transfer is the key in bridging the plasma dynamics and the observations of compact accreting sources. The dynamics of plasma evolved
from hydrodynamics (Ruffert 1994) to magneto hydrodynamics (MHD) (Hawley & Balbus 2002) and particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulations (Sironi & Spitkovsky 2009). The modelling of compact object’s gravity has turned from quasiNewtonian potential (Igumenshchev & Narayan 2002) to
the full general relativistic (GR) MHD (Shafee et al. 2008).
Only GRMHD simulations allow to fully account for the
spin of the compact object. The radiative transfer approximations were improving as well. The simple quasiNewtonian ray propagation (Chan et al. 2009) gave way to
null-geodesics tracing in Kerr metric (Moscibrodzka et al.
2009). The huge amount of polarization observations demanded the polarized radiative transfer.
The main principles of GR polarized radiative transfer
were formulated in Broderick (2004). However, that formulation was not ready for applications as it lacked, for example,
the Faraday conversion and the suppression of Faraday rota-
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tion in hot plasmas. The first application to the real object
was done in Huang et al. (2009). Their calculations included
Faraday conversion, but made several approximations, some
of which can be substantially improved upon. For example,
their simple relation on V and Q emissivities and Faraday
rotation and conversion constitutes an approximation that
almost never holds. Their emissivities are calculated in synchrotron regime, which breaks for temperatures about the
electron mass. Their frame of plasma does not fully account
for the fluid motion. We are improving on their work in
the present paper, in particular treating exactly the plasma
response and extending it to non-thermal particle distributions.
Another important issue is the complexity of GR polarized radiative transfer. The errors and implicit strong approximations may slip into the equations of almost every
author. This is more likely the case, when certain derivation is done half-way by one author and then continued by
another author, e.g. the derivation of the Faraday conversion coefficient in the mixture of thermal and non-thermal
plasmas in Melrose (1997) and Ballantyne, Ozel & Psaltis
(2007) neglected the importance of the finite ratio of cyclotron to observed frequencies. Another good example is
the definition of the sign of circular polarization V. It varies
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Figure 1. Geometry of the problem. Vector B 0 represents uniform magnetic field. The transverse plane wave travels along k
and has electric field E oscillating in (e1 e2 ) plane. Vectors a and
b represent parallel transported basis orthogonalized with k.

from article to article and the consistent definition in a single
derivation is essential.
Therefore, there appeared a need for the present paper.
In a single derivation from the basic principles we provide
the necessary applied expressions for GR polarized radiative transfer. We start in §2 by consistently defining the polarization tensor, Stokes parameters, and plasma response
tensor and incorporating the response tensor into the Newtonian radiative transfer. In §3 we recast the derivation of
the response tensor from Boltzmann equation for general
isotropic particle distribution and do the special case of
thermal distribution. We provide the applied expressions
for response tensor in the plane perpendicular to the ray
and give the consistent sign notation for both positive and
negative charges in §3.3. The resultant formulas for absorptivities/emissivities, Faraday rotation and conversion coefficients are exact and easy to evaluate. By means of locallyflat co-moving reference frame we extend the radiative transfer to full GR in §4. We highlight the various physical effects
important for real astrophysical objects in §5. Finally, in §6
we briefly summarize the methods and the ways to generalize them even further.
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=

C(B 0 × k),

e2

k × e1 ,

=

where the scalar C can have either sign. We choose the axes
as on Fig. 1: e1 is perpendicular to (B 0 , k) plane and B 0
lies in (k, e2 ) plane. The rotation around e1 transforms basis
(ẽ1 , ẽ2 , ẽ3 ) to the basis (e1 , e2 , e3 ) as
e1 = ẽ1 ,
3

e2 = ẽ2 cos θ − ẽ3 sin θ,
2

(2)

3

e = k = ẽ sin θ + ẽ cos θ,
which can be conveniently written as
k

i

e = ẽ Sik ,

Sik =

1
0
0

0
cos θ
− sin θ

0
sin θ
cos θ

!

.

(3)

Vectors and tensors then rotate according to
Ak = (ST )ki Ãi ,

αki = (ST )km α̃mn Sni ,

(4)

T

where () is a transposed matrix. The angle θ can be found
from
k · B0
.
(5)
cos θ =
kB0
For the electric field components E1 along e1 and E2
along e2 the Stokes parameters are defined as

NEWTONIAN POLARIZED RADIATIVE
TRANSFER

The proper treatment of polarization of radiation is necessary to take the full advantage of polarized observations. Let
us start formulating the dynamics of polarization by defining the basis. Let ẽ3 be the direction of uniform magnetic
field B 0 . Then define the orthonormal triad k, e1 , and e2 in
the standard way (Rybicki & Lightman 1979; Sazonov 1969;
Pacholczyk 1970): wave propagates along k vector,
e1

Figure 2. Right-handed rotation of electric field along the ray at
fixed time t corresponding to negative circular polarized wave V <
0. Electric field is E1 = E1ω exp(ı(kz + δ)), E2 = E2ω exp(ıkz),
δ = π/2, where E1ω is along e1 , E2ω along e2 , and the wave
propagates along k. Vectors e1 , e2 , k constitute the right-handed
triad.

(1)

I = hE1 E1∗ i + hE2 E2∗ i ,

Q = hE1 E1∗ i − hE2 E2∗ i ,

(6)

U = hE1 E2∗ i + hE2 E1∗ i ,

V = ı(hE1 E2∗ i − hE2 E1∗ i),
where the last formula chooses the IAU/IEEE definition
(Hamaker & Bregman 1996) of V, actively used by observers. That is for positive V the rotation of electric field

GR polarized radiative transfer
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The polarization tensor is obtained automatically from
equation (6) as
Iij =

Ei Ej∗

1
=
2



I +Q
U + ıV

U − ıV
I −Q



.

(9)

The polarization vector is
S = (I, Q, U, V )T .

(10)

Note that Melrose & McPhedran (1991) uses the same definitions, however, their k, e1 , e2 constitute a left triad instead of a right triad.
The plasma response is characterized by the 4 × 4 response tensor αµ ν
jωµ = αµ ν Aνω

(11)

as the proportionality between the four-vectors of vector potential amplitude and the current density amplitude. There
is freedom in choosing the gauge condition for Aµ . Let us
choose the Lorenz gauge
Aµ uµ = 0
Figure 3. Left-handed rotation of electric field at fixed coordinate z with time corresponding to negative circular polarized wave V < 0. Electric field is E1 = E1ω exp(ı(−ωt + δ)),
E2 = E2ω exp(−ıωt), δ = π/2, where E1ω is along e1 , E2ω along
e2 .

is counter-clockwise as seen by the observer. Nevertheless,
all astrophysics textbooks agree on the opposite definition
of V (Sazonov & Tsytovich 1968; Legg & Westfold 1968;
Rybicki & Lightman 1979; Rochford 2001; Wilson et al.
2009). Let us visualize the electric field rotation. Take the
electric field
E1 = E1ω exp(ı(kz − ωt + δ)),

E2 = E2ω exp(ı(kz − ωt))(7)

with positive amplitudes (Fourier coefficients) E1ω , E2ω > 0
and substitute it to the definition (6). Then
I

=

2
2
E1ω
+ E2ω
,

U

=

2E1ω E2ω cos δ,

2
2
Q = E1ω
− E2ω

(8)

V = −2E1ω E2ω sin δ

and V < 0 for δ ∈ (0, π). Let us fix time t = 0, δ = π/2
and draw the electric field vector in space along the ray (see
Fig. 2). We see that the electric field corresponds to a righthanded screw. However, if we fix a plane in space by setting
z = 0 and draw the evolution of the electric field vector, then
the rotation direction is the opposite: electric field vector rotates counter-clockwise, if viewed along the ray (see Fig. 3).
These opposite directions of rotation is a common point of
confusion (Rochford 2001). Correspondingly, the observer
sees the clockwise-rotating electric field for δ = π/2, as she
is situated at a fixed z, and counter-clockwise rotating electric field for δ = −π/2 and positive V > 0. The definition
(6) of V has a marginal advantage: the electrons generate
positive V for propagation along the magnetic field. Let us
take an electron on a circular orbit in (ẽ1 ẽ2 ) plane. It moves
from the direction of ẽ1 to the direction of ẽ2 , id est clockwise as viewed along the magnetic field. Then the wake of
the electric field follows the charge and rotates clockwise.
The resultant wave propagates along B 0 and constitutes a
left-handed screw, which gives the positive V > 0.

(12)

at each point along the ray and enforce it by adding to Aµ
a vector, proportional to kµ , what does not change the polarization tensor (9) (Misner, Thorne & Wheeler 1973). The
gauge condition makes A0 = φ = 0 and establishes the proportionality of wave electric field E and A in the locally flat
co-moving frame (Anile & Breuer 1974; Landau & Lifshitz
1975). Thus, in that frame the spatial components of αµ ν
coincide exactly with the spatial 3 × 3 response tensor αik
in (jω )i = αik (Aω )j . We will derive the tensor αik below. It
is usually incorporated within the dielectric tensor
εik = δik +

4πc
αik .
ω2

(13)

The wave equation for transverse waves in terms of εik is
(n2r δik − εik )



E1
E2



= 0,

(14)

where the indices i, k = 1, 2, so that only the transverse
2 × 2 part of εik in (e1 , e2 , k) basis is taken, and n2r =
k2 c2 /ω 2 (Swanson 2003; Shcherbakov 2008). The correspondent transport equation is (Melrose & McPhedran 1991)
dEi
ıω
=
∆εik Ek ,
ds
2nr c

(15)

where ∆εik = εik − δik . We take the equation (15), its conjugate, multiply correspondingly by Ek∗ and Ek , add and
obtain
d hEi Ek∗ i
ı
= (αil hEl Ek∗ i − α∗kl hEi El∗ i)
ds
ν

(16)

for nr = 1 neglecting emission. Again, i, k, l = 1, 2.
Note that α12 = −α21 according to Onsager principle
(Landau & Lifshits 1980) (p. 273). By solving the definitions
of the Stokes parameters (eq. (6)) for hEi Ek∗ i and substituting the result into the equation (16) we get the transport
equation for the Stokes parameters







εI
dS
 εQ  
−
=
0  
ds
εV

αI
αQ
0
αV

αQ
αI
−ρV
0

0
ρV
αI
−ρQ



αV
0 
S
ρQ 
αI

(17)
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with the polarization S vector (10) by adding the emission,
where
αI

=

Im(α22 + α11 )/ν,

αQ

=

αV

=

Im(α11 − α22 )/ν,

2Re(α12 )/ν,

ρV

=

2Im(α12 )/ν,

ρQ

=

Re(α22 − α11 )/ν.

(18)

upon substitution of f1 from equation (22). For general
isotropic f0 (p) the relation (p × (B 0 + B)) · ∇p f0 = 0 holds,
and it does not hold for non-isotropic distributions. Only
the cylindrical φ component is non-zero in a triple product
(p × B 0 ) · ∇p f1 . After some transformations we obtain an
equation on Φ(p)
− ıωΦ

ı(kz pz + k⊥ p⊥ sin φ)c
Φ
γ
d ln f0 ηe
ηωB ∂Φ
(p · E ω ) −
=0
dγ γmc
γ ∂φ

+
+

3

DERIVATION OF RESPONSE TENSOR

The response tensor is derived for thermal plasma in
Trubnikov (1958); Melrose (1997); Swanson (2003). However, there is a need to recast the derivation, since we want
to consider both signs of charge, extend the results to nonthermal isotropic particle distributions, and seek for extensions to non-isotropic distributions. The importance of notation consistency cannot be overemphasized, also the orientation of our coordinate axes is different from some of the
above sources. On the way we discover the practical significance of the response tensor: it offers expressions for fast
evaluation of plasma absorptivities and rotativities.

for general isotropic particle distribution, where E ω is a
Fourier amplitude. Here the cyclotron frequency is
ωB
eB0
, νB =
.
mc
2π
We define the ratio β
νB
.
β=
ν
Alternatively, the equation (26) reads

ωB =

ı(a − b sin φ)Φ + ∂Φ/∂φ = F

General isotropic particle distribution

Throughout this subsection and next subsection we employ
vectors and tensors in (ẽ1 , ẽ2 , ẽ3 ) basis, but skip tildes
to avoid clutter. Only tildes over the response tensors are
drawn. For simplicity of notation we define the dimensionless momentum
p=

p

γ2

− 1,

(19)
2

where γ = En/(mc ) > 1 is the γ-factor for particles of
energy En and mass m. Then the Boltzmann equation is
∂f
v
∇p f
+ v · ∇f + ηe E + × (B 0 + B) ·
= 0.
∂t
c
mc



Here the velocity vector is



v = pc/γ,

(22)

which implements the general function Φ(p) of momentum
p. Following Trubnikov (1958); Swanson (2003) we introduce
the cylindrical coordinates with axis along B 0 , so that
px = p⊥ cos φ,

py = p⊥ sin φ

(23)

with angle φ in (xy) plane. Then
k · p = kz pz + k⊥ p⊥ sin φ.

(24)

The Boltzmann equation (20) results in
− ıωf1

+
+

ı(kz pz + k⊥ p⊥ sin φ)c
f1
γ
ηe
∇p f1
∇p f0
+
(p × B 0 ) ·
=0
ηeE ·
mc
γ
mc

(25)

(28)

(29)

b=

n⊥ p⊥
,
ηβ

F =

d ln f0 p · E ω
.
dγ
B0

(30)

Here nz = cos θ and n⊥ = sin θ assuming |k|c = ω. The
solution is
Φ(φ) = exp(−ı(aφ+b cos φ))

Z

φ

exp(ı(aψ+b cos ψ))F (ψ)dψ, (31)
φ0

where the lower boundary φ0 is chosen at t = −∞. The negative charge moves in the positive φ direction and the positive charge in the negative φ direction, therefore φ0 = −η∞.
The solution of a homogeneous equation vanishes over the
finite time. Knowing the particle distribution we calculate
the Fourier transform of the current density
j ω = ηe

B 0 is the background magnetic field, E and B are the wave
electric and magnetic fields, η is the sign of the charge and
e > 0. Let us assume a general isotropic particle distribution f0 (p) instead of thermal. The wave with the phase
exp(ı(k · r − ωt)) causes perturbation in a form
f1 = exp(ı(k · r − ωt))f0 Φ(p),

γ − nz pz
,
ηβ

(20)

(21)

(27)

with
a=

3.1

(26)

Z

f0 Φ(p)

pc 3
d p
γ

(32)

and relate it to the electric field E ω and the vector potential
Aω amplitudes of the wave as
(jω )i = σik (Eω )k = αik (Aω )k ,

(33)

where αik = ıωσik /c. Let us calculate αik . Substituting the
solution (31) into the definition of the current density equation (32) and changing the integration variable as ψ = φ − ξ
we get
(jω )i
×

=
pi

ηeω
ı
c

Z

Z

3

d p

−η∞

exp(−ıaξ + ıb(cos(φ − ξ) − cos φ))

0

(pk (Aω )k )φ→φ−ξ

c df0
dξ.
γB0 dγ

One can (Trubnikov 1958; Landau & Lifshits 1980; Swanson
2003) introduce the differentiation with respect to vectors s
and s′ to eliminate the momenta p in the integral expressions, then due to uniform convergence of the integrals in dξ
and dp move the derivatives outside the integrals. We also
do the transformation ξ → −ηβξ to finally get in (ẽ1 , ẽ2 ,
ẽ3 ) basis
α̃ik

=

−

ıe2
mc

Z

d3 p

Z

0

∞

∂ 2 exp(ıξγ − ıh · p) df0
dξ (35)
∂si ∂s′k
γdγ

(34)

GR polarized radiative transfer
=

−

4πıe2 ∂ 2
mc ∂si ∂s′k

with
hx

=

hy

=

hz

=

h

=

3.2

Z

∞

dγ

1

df0
dγ

Z

∞

exp(ıξγ)

0

sin(hp)
dξ
h

p

h2x + h2y + h2z .

Let us now consider the special case of an isotropic thermal
distribution of particles

1
T̃ik

kB T
.
mc2
−(1 − cos βξ)2 sin2 θ
−η(1 − cos βξ) sin βξ sin2 θ
−ηβξ(1 − cos βξ) cos θ sin θ

η(1 − cos βξ) sin βξ sin2 θ
sin2 βξ sin2 θ
βξ sin βξ sin θ cos θ

Rotation of thermal response tensor
2
T̃ik

Let us apply the transformation (4) to tensors
and
and take the transverse 2 × 2 part to obtain correspondingly
=



cos βξ
−η sin βξ cos θ

η sin βξ cos θ
cos βξ cos2 θ + sin2 θ



(46)

and Tij2 = Ri R̄j with

=

cos βξ
−η sin βξ
0

dξ

0



K2 (R)
2 K3 (R)
− T̃ik
R2
β 2 R3

1
T̃ik

η sin βξ
cos βξ
0

0
0
1

ηβξ(1 − cos βξ) cos θ sin θ
βξ sin βξ sin θ cos θ
β 2 ξ 2 cos2 θ



(42)

(43)

!

,

(44)

2

(a, b) = (e , e )

0

∞

dξ



Tij1

K3 (R)
K2 (R)
− Tij2 2 3
R2
β R

.

(45)



cos χ
− sin χ

sin χ
cos χ



.

(49)

Then the transformation with −2χ angle

for

Z

!

transfer algorithm. The evaluation of these coefficients will
be reported in the subsequent paper (Huang & Shcherbakov
(2010), in prep.).
Following Huang et al. (2009) we define the parallel
transported vectors a and b in addition to the right triad e1 ,
e2 , k, so that in the co-moving locally-flat reference frame

(47)

R̄j = sin θ(−η(1 − cos βξ), cos θ(sin βξ − βξ))
ıe2 ne
mcθe2 K2 (θe−1 )

∞

Z

2 sin2 θ
2ıξ
1
− ξ 2 sin2 θ +
−
(1 − cos βξ).
2
θe
θe
β2

1

Ri = sin θ(η(1 − cos βξ), cos θ(sin βξ − βξ)),

αij =

(40)

(39)

1
T̃ik

Tij1

ıe2 ne
mcθe2 K2 (θe−1 )

r

(38)

The normalized particle temperature is

3.3

0

∂ 2 exp(−A′ γ − ıh · p)
dξd3 p
∂si ∂s′k 4πγθe2 K2 (θe−1 )

Here

f0 4πp2 dp = ne .

=

α̃ik =

R=

0

2
T̃ik

∞

with A′ = 1/θe − ıξ and the rest of quantities defined by
equation (36). The integral over d3 p can be taken analytically (Trubnikov 1958) to give
Z ∞
√
K1 ( A′2 + h2 )
ıe2 ne
∂2
√
dξ.
(41)
α̃ik =
mcθe2 K2 (θe−1 ) ∂si ∂s′k 0
A′2 + h2

(37)

+∞

θe =

Z Z

with

ne exp(−γ/θe )
4π θe K2 (θe−1 )

normalized as

Z

ıe2 ne
mc

Performing the differentiation in Mathematica 7 to avoid
errors, one gets 3 × 3 response tensor

Thermal particle distribution

f0 =

Then the response tensor (35) is
α̃ik =

n⊥
(1 − cos(βξ)) + ı(sx + cos(βξ)s′x + η sin(βξ)s′y ),
βη
sin(βξ)n⊥
+ ı(sy − η sin(βξ)s′x + cos(βξ)s′y ),
β
ξnz + ı(sz + s′z ),
(36)

5



.(48)

The integration over ξ converges very slowly, if performed
along the real axis. The way to accelerate the convergence is
to perform the integration in a complex plane at a positive
angle to the real axis. The wave frequency ν in the above
calculations has a small positive imaginary part Im(ν) > 0
to account for the energy pumped into particles from passing
waves. Then Im(β) < 0 and the expression (43) has zeros
only in the lower plane Im(ξ) < 0 of ξ. Thus, deforming
the integration contour to the upper plane of ξ does not
change the response tensor (48). Note that all absorptivities
αI , αQ , and αV and rotativities ρQ and ρV are positive for
electrons for θ ∈ (0, π/2) under the definitions (18), what
gives an easy way to check the implementation of radiative



1
 0
R(χ) = 
0
0

0
cos(2χ)
sin(2χ)
0

0
− sin(2χ)
cos(2χ)
0



0
0 
0 
1

(50)

serves to get the vector of emissivities ε and the matrix of
rotativities/absorptivities K in (a, b, k) basis as

ε

K

=

=





εI
 εQ 
,
R(χ) 
0 
εV



αI
 αQ
R(χ) 
0
αV

αQ
αI
−ρV
0

(51)
0
ρV
αI
−ρQ



αV
0 
R(−χ).
ρQ 
αI

Define the perpendicular magnetic field
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B 0⊥ = B 0 − k(k · B 0 )/k2 .

(52)

The trigonometric factors are related to the magnetic field
as
sin χ = (a · B 0⊥ )/B0⊥ ,

cos χ = −(b · B 0⊥ )/B0⊥ .

(53)

The radiative transfer equation is then
dS/ds = ε − KS

(54)

for the polarization vector S defined in (a, b, k) basis.

4

Let us consider two reference frames: locally-flat co-moving
reference frame with 4-velocity ûα = (1, 0, 0, 0) and flat metric and the lab frame with Kerr metric and the fluid moving
ˆ the quantities in the co-moving
at uα . We denote by hats ()
frame. Consider the radiative transfer equation (54) in the
co-moving frame. The set of Stokes parameters S can be
generalized to the corresponding set of photon occupation
numbers
(55)

which are invariant under the orthogonal coordinate
transformations
(Misner, Thorne & Wheeler
1973;
Anile & Breuer 1974; Ellis 2009). Photons propagate
along null-geodesics with the affine parameter λ, so that
the wave four-vector is
dxα
,
(56)
kα =
dλ
and
dN
= 0.
(57)
dλ
One calculates the null geodesic starting from the observer’s
plane. The perpendicular unit vector aα has a special orientation on that plane, and is transported along geodesic
according to
α

a (λ = 0) =

aα
0,

aα
0 aα0

= 1,

σ

α

k ∇σ a = 0,

dN
∝ −νK(ν)N ,
dλ

(58)

ε(ν)
dN
∝ 2 ,
dλ
ν
where
ν = −kµ uµ

(59)

ε̂(ν̂)
dN
= 2 − ν̂ K̂(ν̂)N
dλ
ν̂

(62)

is obtained. Here the affine parameter is normalized to the
observed frequency ν∞ , so that far from the BH ds ≈ dλ.
The equation (62) is similar to the GR polarized transfer
equation in Huang et al. (2009). However, their usage of
primed and unprimed quantities is potentially confusing. It
is their primed quantity S ′ , which should be generalized to
GR as N S = S ′ /ν 3 .

4.1

Transformation to locally-flat co-moving
frame

The angle χ in the expression (53), θ in the response tensor, and similar quantities need to either be evaluated in the
locally-flat reference frame, where fluid is at rest, or properly calculated in GR. We choose the first path as a transparent one with the following recipe. First, one traces the
null geodesic from the observer’s plane to the BH horizon
or the sphere far from the BH and finds the vectors kα and
aα (see eqs.(56,58)). At each point on the ray one knows the
vectors kα , aα , fluid four-velocity uα , and the four-vector of
magnetic field B0α defined in McKinney & Gammie (2004)
in lab frame. The next step is to transform all vectors to the
co-moving frame. Let us construct an orthonormal basis in
Kerr metric in lab frame
t
r
θ
φ
eα
(t) = (u , u , u , u ),
t
t
φ
φ
eα
(r) ∝ (u ur , −(u ut + u uφ ), 0, u ur ),

eα
(θ)

t

r

θ

(63)

φ

∝ (u uθ , u uθ , u uθ + 1, u uθ ),

eα
(φ) ∝ (−uφ /ut , 0, 0, 1),

α

where ∇σ is the covariant derivative. The unit vector b is
transported the same way.
Just as in a flat space case the charged particles lead to
the increase of occupation numbers N due to emission, to
decrease of N due to absorption, and to exchange of N components due to Faraday rotation and Faraday conversion.
These are all the processes occuring in linear regime. The
invariant number of photons emitted per unit solid angle per
unit frequency per unit volume per unit time is proportional
to the invariant ε(ν)/ν 2 = ε̂(ν̂)/ν̂ 2 (Mihalas & Mihalas
1984) as

(61)

where the whole form of the absorption/state change matrix
is preserved. The full GR radiative transfer equation
ν∞

EXTENSION TO GENERAL RELATIVITY

N = S/ν 3 ,

within unit frequency unit solid angle unit volume unit time.
Thus the proportionality to the invariant νK(ν) = ν̂ K̂(ν̂) is
established (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984) as

where lower-index velocity is uα = gαβ uβ and gαβ is the
lower index Kerr metric

gαβ
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0
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(64)

in (t, r, θa , φ) spherical polar coordinates with polar angle
θa , radius r, spin a, ρ = r 2 + a2 cos2 θa , ∆ = r 2 − 2r + a2 ,
Σ = (r 2 + a2 )2 − a2 ∆ sin2 θa . Then make a transformation
to
êα
(t) = (1, 0, 0, 0),

(60)

is the photon frequency in the lab frame for (−, +, +, +)
signature of metric. By ν̂ the photon frequency in the comoving frame is denoted. The invariant change of photon
states due to absorption and propagation effects is proportional to the co-moving frame matrix K (see eq.(54)) taken

êα
(r) = (0, 1, 0, 0),

(65)

êα
(θ) = (0, 0, 1, 0),
êα
(φ) = (0, 0, 0, 1)
via
α
α
α
S(t,r,θ,φ)β = (−eα
(t) , e(r) , e(θ) , e(φ) )gαβ .

(66)

GR polarized radiative transfer
The transformation of a four-vector Aβ to the co-moving
frame is then
Â(t,r,θ,φ) = S(t,r,θ,φ)β Aβ .

(67)

The metric in the new frame
S(i)α g αβ (S(k)β )T = ηik

(68)

coincides with Minkowski metric ηik = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1). The
velocity four-vector uβ transforms to û(i) = (1, 0, 0, 0)T .
Thus, the basis change (67) with matrix (66) and vectors
(63) constitutes the transformation to the locally-flat comoving reference frame. This procedure is the alternative of
the numerical Gramm-Schmidt orthonormalization applied
in Moscibrodzka et al. (2009). Note, that despite the vectors (63) do not explicitly depend on the metric elements,
the expressions rely on the properties of Kerr metric and are
not valid for general g αβ .
Upon transforming uα , kα , aα , B0α to the co-moving
frame we easily find the wave frequency ν = −k̂(0) , then
k̂ = k̂(1,2,3) . The perpendicular vector â needs to be offset
by k̂ as
â = â(1,2,3) − k̂

â(0)
k̂(0)

(69)

and then normalized to construct a spatial unit vector. The
offset is due to the enforcement of Lorenz gauge (12). It
conveniently makes a · k = â · k̂ = 0. The vector b is found
by a simple vector product
b̂ = â × k̂

(70)

and then normalized. The spatial part (ê(r) , ê(θ) , ê(φ) ) of
basis (65) relates to basis (e1 , e2 , e3 ) via the orthonormal transformation preserving angles. The magnetic field
B0α gets transformed to a three-vector B̂ 0 and all the angles are found in correspondence to Fig. 1 with the help of
equations (52,53) applied to hatted vectors. For example,
cos θ = (k̂ · B̂ 0 )/(k̂B̂0 ). Then the whole matrix K̂ is found.
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APPLICATION TO COMPACT OBJECTS

The described GR polarized radiative transfer finds its application in accretion onto low luminosity active galactic nuclei (LLAGNs), in particular Sgr A*. The application of GR
is necessary to infer the BH spin, which provides important information on the past evolution of the BH and the
host galaxy itself. For example, the accretion efficiency in
the AGN phase depends strongly on the value of BH spin
(Shapiro 2005). The value of spin and spin orientation constraints the accretion and merger history (Rees & Volonteri
2007).
The detailed application to Sgr A* will be reported elsewhere (Shcherbakov & Penna (2010), in prep.). Here we describe only the effects, which help to produce the observed
cyclo-synchrotron spectra, linear (LP) and circular (CP) polarization fractions, and the electric vector position angle
(EVPA) as functions of frequency. The effects are plenty,
what proves it hard to disentangle and provide simple explanations of observations. It is in general challenging to
achieve the realistic level of details in collisionless plasma
modelling.
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First, the radiation from LLAGNs appears to be variable in time. The simultaneous short observations can provide only the single snapshot of a system, not necessarily
representative of a long term behavior. Thus, it is necessary
to obtain the statistically significant sample of variability of
both observed and simulated spectra to reliably estimate the
average or typical flow parameters and BH spin. As recent
research suggests (Dodds-Eden et al. 2010), the modelling of
a single flare can successfully be done even without invoking
GR.
As in the case of Sgr A*, the cyclo-synchrotron specific
flux Fν vs ν can have a peak. The peak frequency ν ∗ and flux
Fν∗ do not necessarily correspond to the thermal cut-off of
emission. Even a small percentage of the non-thermal electrons can radiate significantly more than the bulk of thermal electrons. For the efficient particle acceleration most of
emission may come from the energetic electrons with cooling
time tcool about the time of inflow tin from several BH gravitational radii rg = 2GM/c2 . The gravitational redshift and
Doppler shift due to relativistic motion can strongly modify
the peak ν ∗ and Fν∗ .
The LP fraction can provide constraints on flow density near the emitting region owing to beam depolarization
effect. The LP fraction is the highest at high frequencies,
where only a small region of the flow shines and beam depolarization is weak. As all regions of the flow radiate at
lower frequencies, differential Faraday rotation and emission
EVPA vary, the resultant LP fraction is subject to cancelations and quickly ceases with ν. However, cancelations at
high ν may readily happen between two regions with similar
fluxes and perpendicular EVPAs, those regions would have
perpendicular magnetic fields.
The same change of EVPA with frequency can mimic
the Faraday rotation. The finite rotation measure (RM)
RM =

EV P A1 − EV P A2
λ21 − λ22

(71)

does
not necessarily happen due to Faraday rotation ∼
R
nB · dl. Here λ = c/ν is the wavelength. In fact, the
meaningful application of formula (71) is limited to a toy
case of cold plasma far from the emitting region with the
homogeneous magnetic field. In reality, besides the change
of emission EVPA with ν, the Faraday rotation coefficient
ρV (ν) is a function of frequency (Shcherbakov 2008). The
differential rotation measure
dRM = dEV P A/d(λ2 )

(72)

is the measured quantity (Marrone et al. 2007). It should
be used in constraining the models. Also, significant Faraday rotation can happen in the emitting region, what introduces the effect of differential optical depth. Thus, one
can only fit the observed EVPA(ν) and use it along with
other observables to constrain the system free parameters.
As ρV (ν) is a steeply declining function of temperature θe
(Shcherbakov 2008), the relativistic charges contribute little
to this quantity.
Substantial levels of circular polarization were recently
found in Sgr A* (Munoz et al. (2010), in prep.). There are
several effects producing finite CP. First recognized was the
emissivity εV in V mode. According to Melrose (1971) it
only is a factor of γ weaker than the total emissivity εI .
It produces the largest V along the magnetic field. The
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Faraday conversion, transformation between the linear polarization and the circular, operates perpendicular to the
magnetic field. The Faraday conversion coefficient ρQ has
a peculiar dependence on temperature of thermal plasma
or particles’ γ-factor (Shcherbakov 2008): ρQ = 0 for cold
plasma, ρQ is exponentially inhibited for very hot plasma
and reaches the maximum for transrelativistic plasma with
θe ∼ γ ∼ several · mc2 /kB . The exponential inhibition is an
effect of finite ratio ν/νB with peak ρQ only around θe ∼ 10
for ν/νB ∼ 103 . Thus, for hot bulk part of particle distribution with γ ∼ several · mc2 /kB the non-thermal electrons do not contribute significantly to Faraday conversion.
Note that this result supersedes Ballantyne, Ozel & Psaltis
(2007), who following Melrose (1997) neglected the importance of finite ratio ν/νB . Similarly to linear polarization,
the beam depolarization can lower the net value of circular
polarization at low frequencies due to differential Faraday
conversion.
In sum, there are often several explanations for the same
observable quantity. One should not settle for a simplified
model trying to reproduce the observations. Instead, the rigorous ray tracing and aposteriori explanations of a fit to the
observables would be the preferred reliable way.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

In our endeavor to provide the complete and self-consistent
description of GR polarized radiative transfer we conduct
the full derivation starting from definitions and basic equations. The goal is to make the easy, transparent, and errorfree derivations, thus Mathematica 7 was used underway,
the expressions were cross-checked. The absorptivities for
thermal plasma were checked numerically against known
synchrotron emissivities and cyclo-synchrotron approximations in Sazonov (1969); Leung, Gammie & Noble (2009).
We stepped away from the standard textbooks and assumed
”the opposite” observers’ definition of circular polarization
V, carrying the definition through all other calculations. We
chose the coordinate system with coplanar k, ẽ2 , B 0 and
derived the plasma response tensor α̃ik in (ẽ1 , ẽ2 , ẽ3 ) basis,
also projecting it onto the transverse coordinates e1 , e2 . Repeating for completeness Huang et al. (2009), we tie the polarized radiative transfer equation in the latter coordinates
(17) with the transfer in a, b coordinates with the help of
matrix (50). The generalization of radiative transfer to GR
is performed in the easiest way owing to the invariance of occupation numbers in different photon states and the invariance of the transformation between the states. Lorenz gauge
(12) helps to establish the correspondence between 4×4 and
spatial 3 × 3 quantities and to correctly find the transverse
vectors a, b in the co-moving locally-flat reference frame.
The transformation from the lab frame with Kerr metric to
that frame is explicitly given. The intricacies of application
of GR polarized radiative transfer to LLAGNs are discussed.
As the transfer incorporates many physical effects, a priori
guessing of the most important effects is discouraged in favor of full calculation. The provided interface of dynamical
models and observations is waiting for its applications.
The treatment of particles distributions is still limited. In the current state the calculations are optimized for
isotropic in pitch-angle distributions and become especially

simple for thermal particle distribution. The integration over
the pitch-angle in formula (35) is in general impossible to
perform for non-isotropic distributions. In this case, the integral over ξ should be done first analytically. This calculation
is left for future work.
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